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Hello and welcome to the Spr ing Summer 2019 Newsletter!
As we write this, there is a real feeling that summer is just around the corner! Blue skies and warmer
days (slightly!) signify that pleasing transition of the seasons, heading towards summertime, enjoying
the outdoors and embracing our summer wardrobes! Rowan Magazine 65 is packed with delectable
summer knits and our new yarn Denim Revive will create that perfect garment for a day out at the
beach! See our round up of the season on pages 6 to 23 to make sure you don’t miss a thing!

CONTACT US

This season sees the Rowan Anniversary celebrations drawing to a close and so we caught up with
The Knitter’s Attic in Suffolk whose Rowan Anniversary Fashion Show was one of the last events
in the UK Anniversary calendar. We have thoroughly enjoyed the global celebrations and we hope
you have too! On the subject of anniversaries, there is another one to celebrate – this year marks ten
years of our partnership with Bedecked haberdashery whose wonderful buttons adorn our Rowan
garments. Rosee Woodland chats to owner Judith Lewis on page 44.
In other news, we hear from Sue Maton of ‘The Mercerie’ who tells us all about her fantastic crochet
course ‘Homage to the (Granny) Square’, Katherine Lymer shares her thoughts and insights into
the ‘Reflections’ story of Magazine 65 and we catch up with two yarn stores, Crafty Angel and
Woolwinders. We also hear from Debbie Abrahams about her latest mystery project!
In our last issue, we introduced you to our collaboration with ‘Knitting For All’ and I am delighted to
say that founder Kerry Kimber will be sharing stories from her team in a regular newsletter column.
In this issue we hear a truly inspiring story from a tutor working with Deafblind Scotland.
Last but not least, we wanted to say a big thank you to everyone who voted in the British Craft
Awards this year. We are delighted and honored to have won ‘Best British Brand’ and ‘Product of
The Year’. Thank you so much! These awards really do mean a lot as they are voted for by you the
knitters – thank you.
As always, we hope you enjoy this newsletter! We would love to hear your feedback on the new
collections and so do please visit our pages on Facebook and Twitter to leave your comments.You can
follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and of course go to our website www.knitrowan.com to
see what we are up to during the season ahead and to keep up to date with workshops and events!
The Rowan team
© Copyright 2019
MEZ Crafts UK Ltd | 17F, Brooke’s Mill | Armitage Bridge | Huddersfield | HD4 7NR
Web: www.knitrowan.com | email: mail@knitrowan.com | Tel: + 44 (0) 1484 668200
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or any part of all material is strictly forbidden. No part may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means
electronic, electrostatic, magnetic tape, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without prior permission of the copyright owners having been given in writing. Yarn quantities are approximate
and are based on average requirements. Images and shades are for guidance only as colours may not display accurately on screen or in printed format. Contact your local stockist to view a fringed (not
digital reproduction) yarn shade card.
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

MAGAZINE 65
by Rowan

Moder n Her itage | Plain & Simple| Reflections

Rowan Magazine 65 brings you over 40 designs across
three stories. Modern Heritage draws inspiration from
heritage knitting techniques of the British Isles and Ireland,
including fairisle, gansey, Shetland lace, Aran and Guernseys,
all interpreted in simpler, contemporary design. Yarns such as
Cotton Cashmere, Creative Linen and Softyak DK, to name
but a few, bring these wonderful designs to life. The collection
is brought to you by Lisa Richardson, Martin Storey, Sarah
Hatton, ARNE & CARLOS, Annika Andrea Wolke, Grace
Jones,Vibe Ulrik, Sasha Kagan and Emma Wright.
Lisa Richardson and Martin Storey have used yarns including
Fine Lace, Kidsilk Haze, Cotton Glacé and Softyak DK to
create the ‘Plain and Simple’ story, a wonderful collection of
classic knits including layering pieces, beautiful attention to
detail and the time-honoured twin set!
Finally, ‘Reflections’ sees designers such as Dee Hardwicke,
Sharon Miller, Kaffe Fassett, Galina Carroll and Quail Studio
exploring combinations of ecru and charcoals to create a
stunning monochrome collection. Find out more about this
story on page 34.
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

SUMMERLITE
HORIZONS
by Rowan

Str ipes of all types

Our Summerlite yarn (4ply and DK) is beautifully soft and
tactile and made from the finest Giza cotton, making it ideal
for delicate summer knits. This season, designers including Lisa
Richardson, Martin Storey, Sasha Kagan, ARNE & CARLOS
and Georgia Farrell all use it to bring you their take on the
stripe!
Summerlite Horizons is a collection of 15 designs incorporating
stripes of all types –bold and subtle, vertical and horizontal,
bright and neutral. A striped garment for all, from some of our
favourite Rowan designers.

COLLECTION
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

OCEAN
BLUE
by Rowan

Relaxed summer knits

Ocean Blue by Martin Storey is a collection of men’s and
women’s beach-inspired knits, including go-to pieces such as
hooded cardigans and sweaters, a slip-over, a cabled cardigan
and accessories.
The perfect knits for a holiday by the seashore, all knitted
in Rowan’s new and exciting recycled denim yarn. Denim
Revive is made in Italy using recycled denim and recycled
cotton.

COLLECTION
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

PRECIOUS
KNITS
by Rowan

Super soft knits

A collection of fourteen delightful designs for babies and
children using Rowan’s Baby Cashsoft Merino.
Grace Jones has created classic garments and accessories with
adorable details accompanied by a trio of super-cute toys.
Designs for ages 0-3 years.

COLLECTION
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

SILKY
LACE
by Rowan

Rowan Selects

This season we bring you a brand new Rowan Selects called
Silky Lace. This limited edition yarn is made in Italy using
cotton and Mulberry silk.
Lisa Richardson and Annika Andrea Wolke have created a
range of accessories and garments using both the neutral and
vibrant shades of this yarn in modern lace and textures.

COLLECTION
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

ESSENTIAL
TODDLERS
by Quail Studio

Cute knits

The latest title in the Essential Knits series from Quail Studio is
a wonderful collection of knitted garments for your little one!
Using summer staples, Summerlite 4ply, DK and Handknit
Cotton, Quail Studio bring you classic jumpers and cardigans
for boys and girls all perfect for a day out by the sea! Simple
moss stitch, stocking stitch and garter stitch all feature, as do fun
nautical stripes and cables.

COLLECTION
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

ARNE & CARLOS
CUSHIONS
by Rowan

Homeware with a Norweg ian style

Inspired by Norwegian folk art and a love for colour, the new
cushion collection from ARNE AND CARLOS features a
medley of designs that can be mixed and matched - four floral
patterns and four geometric patterns. The designs have been
created in Rowan Softyak DK.
The ARNE AND CARLOS Cushion Collection is available
to download now from knitrowan.com

COLLECTION
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

4 P RO J E C T S
by Quail Studio

City Style | Countr y Break

City Style sees Quail Studio bringing together simple,
sophisticated design, all using Rowan Alpaca Classic yarn.
With a poncho cover up, and an off the shoulder sweater, the
collection is perfect for those slightly chilly spring days and
evenings. Think ‘city chic’, and ‘stylishly warm’.
Using Rowan Summerlite DK yarn, the Country Break
collection is a fresh, refined collection of wearable designs.
Perfect for walks on a spring day, and stylish enough to wear
all day long. Featuring an intricate cable sweater and slouchy
v-neck sweater design, this collection contains those much
needed spring wardrobe essentials.

CITY STYLE

COLLECTION
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SPRING REVIEW

EST 1978

SAND
by Kim by Kim Hargreaves

Elegant style

Earthen tones give a seasonal glow, from kissed shades
of sand, copper and tan to the faded hues of white and
stone. Containing twelve elegant, classic designs for
women by Kim Hargreaves.

COLLECTION
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MEMBERS PATTERN

EST 1978

MALMO
by Martin Storey

Members Patter n

To celebrate winning the British Craft Awards “Brand
of the year” and “Product of the Year” with Pure Wool
Superwash Worsted, for a limited time Pure Wool
Superwash Worsted patterns will be FREE to download
from knitrowan when entering the promotion code
PUREWOOL.
Winning these awards is extra special for the Rowan
team as it is voted for by you the knitters, thank you!

MALMO
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RETAILER FOCUS

C R A F T YA N G E L
Hertfordshire

In 2016, Angela Hounsell, a full time Graphic Designer, had a
dream. A dream to have her very own corner of the universe,
full of colour and passion for all things creative. With thanks
to both her grandmas, a creative passion has been with Angela
from a very young age as she learnt to knit, sew and bake – this
desire to create never waned and only grew stronger.
Welcome to Craftyangel, a small but perfectly formed fabric
and yarn shop nestled in the rolling countryside of rural
Hertfordshire. Located just a few minutes from the small
market town of Buntingford, this creative haven can be found
on a working farm just off the main route between London
and Cambridge on the A10.
The peaceful wide-open space lets the imagination expand as
far as the eye can see. The beautiful scenery and variety of
wildlife is wonderful and only adds to the ambience, especially
if you see the magical rare white deer!
Angela is passionate about the importance of quality products
and the professional finish that can be achieved with them.
She works hard to bring these handpicked items to her ever
growing and loyal customer base, many of whom have become
very good friends.
“I want each and every single customer to have a wonderful
experience when they come to visit. Craftyangel is not based
on a high street so customers do travel to come and see us…
I’ve even had someone fly in from Sweden to attend a course!
“says Angela.
She adds, “It is so important to me that my customers get the
time and attention they need or want when visiting, it’s like a
creative bubble without the hustle and bustle of a high street.
There’s loads of free parking and there is always a cup of tea and
a biscuit on offer too! “
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RETAILER FOCUS

Craftyangel stocks a wide range of R O W A N yarns and
books which are available online or in-store.
craftyangel.co.uk

C R A F T YA N G E L
CRAFTYANGEL

Initially Craftyangel focused just on fabric, patterns and
haberdashery…until she came across ‘A Story in Yarn’ by Dee
Hardwicke and the rest as they say is history! Angela has gone on
to stock a wide range of yarns exclusively from Rowan including
the gorgeous and extremely popular Felted Tweed, Big Wool,
Cotton Cashmere, Kidsilk Haze and the beautiful Moordale,
but her personal (current) favourite is our Alpaca Classic. “I
absolutely loved the colour palette when I saw the range, and
without hesitation I purchased the whole palette! “said Angela.
It is Craftyangel’s ultimate dream to one day become a Rowan
flagship store.
Craftyangel also hosts a number of creative workshops for
fabric and yarn-based crafts. Classes for dressmaking, quilting,
free-motion embroidery and bag making have all been very
popular but Angela has recently seen a significant increase in
the number of people wanting to learn to crochet or brush up
on dusty yarn-based skills they once had. This has culminated
in Angela running the amazing ‘Homage to the Granny Square’
course taught by the extremely talented Sue Maton, who
travels to the store from Norfolk (where she lives) to teach the
class (See page 40 to learn more). Angela takes great care to
choose and use tutors who are experts in their field and who
are as passionate about sharing their skills in a thoughtful and
relaxing way.
Craftyangel is open online 24/7 and the shop is currently open
on Saturdays and Sundays from 10-4pm.
Angela adds, “I want everyone to experience the joy of
making something, whether it be the first time you’ve dared
to sit at a sewing machine, pick up a crochet hook or are
building on your knowledge and experience as a seasoned
sewer or knitter. There’s something here for everyone”
Whether you are sewing at home or spending time with
Craftyangel in one of the creative classes, workshops or social
sewing sessions - it’s about sharing and enjoying our passion go on and make something unique xx
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RETAILER FOCUS

WO O LW I N D E R S
Annapolis and Rockville, Maryland.

In 2016, Janet Tate, a former urban planner with three children
in college, was thinking of starting a business. Janet was also a
long-time knitter, who had recently felt a loss when her local
yarn store closed. Thus, when Woolwinders, an established
yarn shop in Rockville, Maryland, appeared for sale, Janet and
her husband, Mark, quickly saw the potential of owning a yarn
store. The Tates decided to purchase the business together,
with Janet in charge of daily operations and merchandising of
the shop and Mark responsible for the financial and online
presence of the business.
Soon after refurbishing the Rockville store, Janet and Mark
decided to add a second store, this time closer to their home
in historic Annapolis, Maryland. With an hour drive between
the two, the Tates were able to satisfy the demands of area
knitters with wonderful natural-fibre based knitting yarns and
accessories.
Moreover, each Woolwinders store offers a large selection
of knitting classes, starting with Knitting 101. From the
beginning, students are encouraged to work on projects to
increase their skill levels and stay excited about knitting and
crochet. Classes change quarterly and new ones are often based
on current trends, as interpreted in projects by the instructors,
so that everyone can keep up with the latest in knit and
crochet designs. Also popular are their Safari group knitting
classes, where everyone can explore new skills by working on
the project of their choice. With an instructor at the table
for help, attendees observe different techniques within the
class, which often influences their future projects and knitting
adventures!

FLAGSHIP STORE

FLAGSHIP STORE

RETAILER FOCUS

WO O LW I N D E R S
WOOLWINDERS

Both stores also stay busy with an active schedule of events
such as supplier trunk shows, special workshops with local and
national designers as well as tastings of new yarns from regional
producers and hand dyers. Rowan trunk shows and events are
scheduled to keep Woolwinder’s yarn-savvy customers always
looking for future projects.
From the beginning, Janet and Mark knew that they wanted
to build the established Rowan brand in both stores. Working
with their regional sales rep, they began to add new lines
and take advantage of Rowan’s publications and marketing
to promote the brand. By the TNNA trade show in June,
2018, Woolwinders was close to becoming a newly designated
Rowan Flagship store. With the new Fall 2018 yarn additions,
they attained this goal for both stores and celebrated with a
party for Rowan’s 40th anniversary at the end of September!
Located in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States,
Woolwinders customers love to knit with lightweight wools
like Rowan Felted Tweed and the new Rowan Moordale. They
also love the tran-seasonal appeal of Softyak DK and enjoy
knitting yarns together with Kidsilk Haze for a gentle, warm
knit. With a large range of Rowan yarns and enthusiastic staff
and owners, Woolwinders offers two great options for knitters
in their area and as well as online at www.woolwinders.com

FLAGSHIP STORE
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REFLECTIONS
by Katherine Lymer

A Collection of Restful and Calming
Handknits for Spr ing, Summer and Beyond

Light can play a leading role in our changing seasons and at this
time of year more than most, I find my eyes lifting skywards,
seeking any subtle changes that may indicate the welcome
move into the brighter and warmer days of spring. The soft
grey skies of late autumn-winter are replaced by sharper, more
vivid tones and nowhere is this more pertinent than when
light is reflected on water. I love how the world above is so
exquisitely reflected on the still surface of water, and how the
changes in sky can dramatically alter the ‘mood’ of the water
below, from sparkling, crisp greys to deep, calm, charcoals. Add
movement to this scene so that the outflowing ripples blur and
merge the picture, bringing together colours and patterns not
normally seen – challenging our perceptions of the world and
inspiring new ways of thinking (and perhaps even knitting!).
Combining these elements, “Reflections” is homage to the
evolution of light as we move from spring into summer –
embracing both muted tones of greys and ecru from overcast
spring days to crisp, bright silver and shimmering pearls of
summer. Martin Storey’s “Torey” encapsulates the evolving
spring light with its gradual colour change to compliment
the thoughtful design, making it a practical addition to
our wardrobes during the months renowned for their
inconsistencies in weather and temperature! As we move from
late spring into summer, we can embrace a more leisurely pace,
knitting garments in a relaxing palette of ecru and soft greys.
Lisa Richardson uses these colours to create a harmonious
series of stripes in “Dada” – again, beautifully combining
colour and style to complement the changing conditions
outside our windows. Other favourites include Annika Andrea
Wolke’s serene grey, Fine Lace “Mondrain”, Lisa Richardson’s
sharply tailored “Marisol” in Cotton Cashmere and “Fontana”,
by Arne and Carlos: A sumptuously soft cascade of greys and
off-whites, beautifully reflecting the elements of light on water
that this collection has become to signify to me.

Top row « Katz | Joni | Mondrain Middle row « Fontana | Paloma
Bottom row « Katz | Marisol | Yoko
Knitting & Crochet Magazine 65
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This is a collection that can take you by surprise, with
unexpected details in cuffs and hems – pleasing for both the
knitter and the wearer. Such delights can be found in the
aforementioned “Marisol”, with its delicate and undulating
lace hem. In Lisa Richardson’s “Paloma”, lace is given more
prominence, with decorative cuff edges mirrored in a central
lace section, creating a light, almost ethereal, finish. Conversely,
Martin Storey’s more substantial “Fritzia” is a celebration of
texture, combining moss stitch and broken basket stitch (one
of my all-time favourites!) along with crisp, coloured stripes
– providing another welcome addition to our trans-seasonal
wardrobe.

Top row « Fritzia | Riveria | Pia Middle row « Torey | Fritzia | Dada
Bottom row « Cornelia Opposite « Pia
Knitting & Crochet Magazine 65
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Simple elegance is another of the underlying themes of this
collection and none so more than Sharon Miller’s “Yoko”. It’s
knitted with two shades held together to create its graceful
drape and colour, and culminates in rolling hem of lace
triangles in alternating colours. This shawl would happily take
you from day into night, spring-summer into autumn-winter,
quickly becoming one of our wardrobe staples. With its wellfitting shape, the soft - yet light - fabric created by the KidSilk

Haze, the contrasting colour of the cuffs/hem/neckline and its
stylish back shaping, “Katz” by Grace Jones, is another exquisite
design that I cannot wait to get on – and then off – my needles.
Shadow can be as important as light and the short summer
shadows provide high contrast, almost monochrome patterns
and again, this feature has been cleverly adopted in the new
collection. Martin Storey’s “Cornelia” uses light and dark
colours – as well as different yarns – to create a stunning
geometric and reversible shawl, that will be sought after well
beyond the last days of summer. The collection brings together
chevrons, stripes and spots for a more contemporary, modern
feel and this “Optical Art” style is further explored in Marin
Storey’s “Pia” and “Rivera” by Quail Studio - allowing the
knitter to use colour work to wonderful effect, while providing
the wearer with eye-catching garments.
For me, this collection speaks to restful, calm days. Like the
merging and blurring of reflected images on the surface of
moving water, it transforms soft monochromes into unique,
elegant and beautiful designs for this spring-summer and
beyond.
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Flowers

in the attic

by Rosee Woodland
The last hur rah in Rowan’s 40th anniversar y
celebrations saw a lot of love and laughter at
an evening with The Knitter’s Attic in Suffolk

How many Rowan garments have you knitted? Five? Fifteen?
How about fifty? That’s the claim to fame of Marion Prevett,
a customer of The Knitter’s Attic, who kindly loaned the
store some of her incredible collection for their Rowan ruby
anniversary fashion show. The event was of the last in a year
of celebrations to mark Rowan’s four decades in the handknit
business, and it was certainly a memorable night.

Rowan magazines, knitted and squished yarn while they
watched a fashion show that featured garments from Rowan
and as many again from Marion’s collection.
“Rowan had loaned me their archive so I had about twenty
outfits from them and then Marion has a wardrobe full
of Rowan so she loaned me those for the second half,”
explained Sharon. “We probably used about twenty but
she’s made more like fifty!”
The event was a great way to bring together all of Sharon’s
customers, who might see each other at her regular knit
nights, but otherwise wouldn’t get to meet up.
In fact, Sharon’s shop has become something of a home
from home for local knitters.The Woodbridge Knitting Bee
congregates there on Tuesdays and Saturdays and Sharon has
just added a Monday meet up too, due to demand being so high.
“We do tea, coffee and cakes for everyone that comes,” she
said. “It’s the social highlight of my week! I’ve watched this

group of knitters grow and make a lot of really good friends too.
“You can see the difference that it makes to people, for
example, people who might be anxious to start with end up
feeling more comfortable and confident.”
The Knitter’s Attic has been open for more than four years
and was initially online only, but created the open days to
meet customer demand.
After such an eventful start to 2019 Sharon is planning more
fun for the rest of the year, including workshops in sock
knitting, yarn dyeing and freeform knitting and crochet.
She explains: “For the freeform class, makers can come
along and use any yarn to make a wall hanging - it’s going
to be quite something!
“I’m going to be launching a mystery knit along too, so
stay tuned!

The Knitter’s Attic was opened by Sharon Cane five years
ago and is based in her Suffolk home. Although the business
is mostly online, Sharon opens her doors once a month for a
customer shopping day, and also holds regular knit nights. So
when she decided to join in with the ruby celebrations she
knew there would be a good turnout. Even so, she was blown
away by just how far people travelled to celebrate.
“Some people had come 50 miles to be involved,” she exclaims.
“There was a great atmosphere and everyone was in a good mood.”
Sharon’s daughters also helped out on the evening, with older
daughter Sarah curating the music and younger daughter Laura
modelling some of the garments in the fashion show, along
with other customers and friends.
“Sarah had arranged the music so that it coordinated with the
40 years of the garments as well,” added Sharon.
The party was held in the village hall and Sharon invited the
Woodbridge Wax Company and Suffolk jewellery designer
Imogen Sheeran along too. Imogen’s felted beaded jewellery
proved to be a huge hit with local fibre fans, who loved the
bright colours and textural feel of her creations. Meanwhile,
the Woodbridge Wax Company dreamed up a collection of
special wax melts to mark the occasion, including a red and
white confection dubbed ‘40 Years of Rowan’ and ‘Purls of
Wisdom’, an ornate cream melt.
Visitors enjoyed bubbly and nibbles, browsed through past

The Knitters Attic
2 Peartree Cottage | Bredfield
Woodbridge | Suffolk | IP136AH
www.theknittersattic.co.uk
Since going to press, Knitters Attic
is now open five days a week! Please
visit their website for opening hours
Call +44 (0)1394547077
or email enquiries@theknittersattic.co.uk
KNITTERS ATTIC
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HOMAGE TO THE (GRANNY) SQUARE

Photography by Boo Marshall

Homage to the (Granny) Square is a unique crochet course designed
to make full use of the beautiful range of colours in the Rowan Felted
Tweed Collection. It’s a programme of crochet designed to be playful,
intuitive and achievable by anyone with very basic crochet skills.

The course was developed as a way of learning
new crochet skills and developing existing
ones whilst exploring colour harmonies and
colour relationships.
The design of the course, the blanket and the
individual crochet squares all pay homage to
the lifetime’s work of the Modernist painter
Josef Albers and his investigations into the
interactions of colour.

40
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In the mid 20th century Albers began
painting what was to become over 2000
works of art entitled Homage to the Square.
The paintings were small compositions of
squares within squares which created unique
colour interactions and provoked different
visual effects, and this work is the inspiration
behind the Homage to the (Granny) Square
crochet course.
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Each monthly class introduces new stitches
and techniques enabling everyone to
gradually build their technical skills, and their
colour confidence. Everyone is encouraged to
work at their own pace and simply generate
as many crochet squares as they can each
month.There is no pressure to complete the
blanket by the end of the course, but many
people find the support and encouragement
of everyone in the group, and the regular
‘deadlines’ help to keep them on track.

Every square is different and each one is made
thoughtfully with attention to colour and
colour juxtaposition ensuring every square
has its own unique character.
Sue provides the ‘framework’ for the overall
design and there are guidelines on how to
use and position your colours, but many of
the colour decisions are up to each individual
maker allowing everyone to take ownership
over their own blanket and feel actively
engaged in its creation.
This is a project particularly suited to anyone
with a busy life and the creative urge to
make something beautiful and functional in
a friendly and inspiring group.

Photography by Boo Marshall

However busy our lives are there are always
some, barely visible, pockets of time that can
be put to creative use. The key is to locate
those moments between the big things in
your life. Small, beautiful colour interactions
can be crocheted on the bus, in the kitchen,
in your lunch hour, or virtually anywhere you
might typically find yourself wasting several
minutes of your day.

The course begins with careful consideration
of colour and everyone chooses their own
colour story with lots of help and guidance
from Sue. The aim is to select a range of 10
colours that are both harmonious and dynamic
enabling different colour relationships and
visual effects to be achieved.
The prospect of choosing 10 colours to work
with may seem daunting at first but there is
a clear formula to work with and Sue will
provide you with everything you need to
make your colour decisions.
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After everyone’s colours have been selected
the crocheting begins with the simplest
granny squares, in a range of sizes. At the end
of this first workshop everyone goes home
with the skills, knowledge and materials to
generate the first batch of squares for the
blanket. These will be made over the course
of a month, until the next workshop takes
place, usually in four weeks time.

Homage to the (Granny) Square is not just
about beautiful yarn, colour and crochet. The
course also brings together groups of amazing
people who slowly get to know each other
through shared stories and conversations around
their lives and experiences. It is a fabulous way
to meet interesting and like minded people and
taps into the historical precedents of quilting
bees and community making.
Norfolk Yarn in Norwich
The next course begins on
Saturday 28th September and runs for 3 hours a month over 6 months.
Visit www.norfolkyarn.co.uk or phone 01603 927034
Craftyangel in Buntingford
The next course begins on Saturday 11th May and runs for 4.5hrs per week.
Visit www.craftyangel.co.uk
Sew Much to Do in Bury St Edmunds and Ely
for information on future courses.
Phone 01284 755459 (Bury) | 01353 664000 (Ely)

The most significant part of this course
is the shared experience of doing it in a
group, rather than in isolation as an online,
or correspondence course.
Perhaps some of the most beautiful
interactions happen not only in the colour
juxtapositions, but also between those
participating in the course.
Homage to the (Granny) Square currently
runs at the following Rowan Yarn stockists:
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BEDECKED
IN FINERY
by Rosee Woodland

Playing with a button box is a delight for many children, and is a memory
that Judith Lewis tapped into when she founded Bedecked Haberdashery.
Rowan knitters will be familiar with Bedecked as the company that
provides the buttons for the brand’s iconic patterns.
It’s a relationship that goes back more than ten years to when Judith was
running the business out of a small shop in Hay-on-Wye.
Judith first dreamt up the idea for Bedecked after retraining in fashion as
a mature student in her late 30s. She was raising sheep on a Herefordshire
farm and looking for ways to diversify the farm’s income.
“I had started with a City and Guilds in textiles and then moved onto a
full time fashion course,” Judith explains.“And I thought back to that time
because when I came to do my final collection I couldn’t find decent
buttons or trims, and I saw a huge gap in the market.
“It was something I thought I could do from the farm but eventually I
moved to a small shop in Hay-on-Wye to run the business from there.”
After moving to Hay in 2005, Bedecked’s profile grew thanks to the
town’s annual Hay Festival, which attracts vistors from around the world
each May.
“The place was just teeming with media and Country Living did an
article on the business,” says Judith. “I also had a Rowan rep come and
visit and they went back to Rowan and said my buttons would suit a lot
of their yarns, so that’s how I started with the company.
“I was also a finalist in the Women in Rural Business awards and that
helped build up the business too.”
Judith closed the Hay shop some eight years later due to a family illness,
but kept the online business going. Eventually she decided to move
to Yorkshire to be closer to her son, and Bedecked is now based in
Barningham Park, Richmond.
A quick glance at the Bedecked website reveals just what a huge range
Judith offers. In fact, she has spent the last 15 years creating an archive of
buttons and trimmings to rival any textile museum!
“It’s taken years and years to build up,” she exclaims. “If anything were to
happen to it…” Leaving that rather alarming thought hanging in mid-air
we turn to happier talk of what it means to run a business that’s also your
passion.
“It’s a bit like someone who loves DIY going into a DIY shop and
fiddling around with all the bits and pieces!” Judith laughs. “When I had
the Hay shop all the buttons were out in little dishes and little girls would
come in on a Saturday morning and play with them and tidy them up for
me, and spend ages deciding how to spend their pocket money on one
or two buttons.”
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If you’re making a Rowan pattern that needs Bedecked
buttons then the information for which ones to use is
helpfully given as a code in the materials section. Simply
type this code into the search box on the Bedecked
website to find the right button. Alternatively, you can
visit the special section of the website that’s dedicated to
Rowan buttons - you’ll find the link at the end of this
feature.
Just as we tend to turn to the same yarns or designers, so
you’ll find that the same buttons often appear in Rowan
patterns.
Judith adds: “They do tend to be natural - horn or shell.
At the moment one of the favourites is a sawn horn
button from an artisan maker in Germany.”
Judith has travelled all over to find the perfect buttons
and trimmings for her customers, and sources a lot of her
products from France, Italy and Germany.
Just as with garments themselves, there are trends in
haberdashery that follow current fashions. “In the last

couple of years copper has been a more fashionable
material,” says Judith, “And copper buttons have picked
up in popularity. It’s noticeable with colours too.”
As well as looking at current trends, Judith keeps an eye
on Instagram to pick up on what’s big in the craft world.
She’s a keen knitter herself, with a particular penchant
for Rowan’s Felted Tweed. In fact, she’s just designed a
blanket in it for her dog - now that is one lucky pooch!
If you fancy paying Bedecked a visit, you can make an
appointment to stop by the Coach House in Barningham
and round off your trip with a cream tea at Coghlan’s Tea
Room, which is in the same building.
“Barningham is a beautiful village,” waxes Judith. “So
people are getting three-in-one if they come and see us
- they are getting to see a wonderful part of the country,
they can fiddle around with the buttons and then finish
up with a very decent cream tea. It’s a great day out!”
Cream teas and haberdashery - now what could be better
than that?

Bedecked Haberdashery
The Coach House | Barningham Park
Richmond | North Yorkshire | DL11 7DW
Shop visits by appointment only
+44 (0)1833 621451 | thegirls@bedecked.co.uk

bedecked.co.uk/rowan-buttons/catergory/
Coghlans Tearoom
The Coach House | Barningham Park
Richmond | North Yorkshire | DL11 7DW
Open Monday to Saturday, 10.30am to 4.30pm

Call +44 (0)1833 625295
coghlanscatering.co.uk/tearoom/
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DEBBIE
ABRAHAMS

Mystery Cushion Club 2019
Join now
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Mystery Cushion Club 2019
With Debbie’s twelfth Mystery Blanket Club now well underway, she is busy getting ready
to begin her ninth Mystery Cushion Club in June. Her brand new design for the Club will
offer knitters the chance to take part in another one of her unique knitting experiences.

There are just two-hundred and fifty memberships up for
grabs in the 2019 Mystery Cushion Club, so you’ll need to be
quick to sign up to it if you want to take part. Debbie’s Clubs are
always sold with limited memberships which not only makes
them exclusive to be part of, but it also makes her “Mystery”
designs very collectable.
“I am often asked why I make my Mystery Clubs limited edition
and the answer is simple. It gives those who sign up to the
Club an exclusive, one-off design which makes the project
much more special to be part of. And then when the project
has been launched and knitted up by the members, I archive it
and move onto the next design.
The exclusivity of the Clubs has made both the blanket and
cushion designs really collectable, with many of the early
designs being sought after by knitters keen to get their hands
on an untouched kit. There are still some around if you search
hard enough, however, as each new year begins the older
designs are becoming almost impossible to get hold of.”
The Mystery Cushion Club works in a similar way to Debbie’s
Mystery Blanket Club with one design being knitted up by
all of the members in monthly instalments. The knitting kit
and first set of patterns are sent to the members mid-June
and then monthly thereafter, concluding in October with the
final set of patterns and the much anticipated reveal of the
“mystery” theme.
Debbie is passionate about her Mystery Clubs and each year
she sets herself exciting new design challenges with different
combinations of stitch structures, colours and yarns in her
cushion and blanket projects. These accessories are the perfect
vehicle for Debbie to work on as she loves to experiment with
several different techniques in one project, offering the knitter
a unique and inspirational knitting adventure.

it shows off textured stitches really well too. I don’t like to give
too much away about my Mystery projects, however, what
I can say is that the colour palette for this design includes a
tantalising combination of biscuit and terracotta with deep
blackcurrant and bright turquoise. And there are of course lots
of lovely Debbie Abraham’s beads in it too, which give it an
added sparkle!”
If you have never joined Debbie’s Mystery Blanket Club before
but are curious about her Mystery Clubs, then the Mystery
Cushion is a great way to be introduced to her designs. It gives
knitters the opportunity to try out various knitting techniques,
encouraging them to push their own boundaries and try
something new within a small project which is both achievable
and enjoyable to do. Debbie writes a monthly blog and there
are plenty of handy tips and advice in her patterns to help you
if you get stuck. And Debbie and her team are always happy to
be contacted direct by email, phone or letter if any questions
arise during the project. So you are never on your own!
You can purchase a membership for Debbie’s 2019 Mystery
Cushion Club now in the online shop on her website: www.
debbieabrahams.com. There are a selection of different
packages to choose from, and you can join the Club wherever
you live – there are packages for UK, Europe and the World.
So if you fancy taking part in Debbie’s new knitting adventure
and being part of a very exclusive KAL, then it is advisable to
secure your membership before the Club begins on 15th June
to avoid disappointment.

DEBBIE
ABRAHAMS

Mystery Cushion Club 2019
Join now

The good news for all 2019 Mystery Blanket Club members is
that they are entitled to a 10% discount on the price of their
Mystery Cushion membership. So if you are a current Mystery
Blanket Club member, simply input the code MCC190103
in the coupon box at checkout and your discount will be
processed. (Please be aware that the discount only gets
“For the 2019 Mystery Cushion I am using Glacé Cotton – applied at the point of payment and not when you tap in the
which is one of my favourite yarns from the Rowan collection. code and press update).
It knits up so smoothly and is not only good for flat colour but
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When Alison meets a new member of the group, she takes the
time to find out a little about them, what knitting experience
they already have and what they hope to gain from the group.
Some people bring an existing project with them, and they
often have ideas of what they want to learn and the skills they’d
like to improve upon.
by Kerry Kimber
Founder & Director of Knitting for All

At the heart of our mission at
“Knitting For All” is the belief that
knitting really is for everyone.
We love working with diverse and varied groups from all walks
of life, and our franchisees offer lots of different activities to suit
all ages and abilities around the UK and Ireland.
Alison McKie is a former lawyer and now a Knitting For All
franchisee in Glasgow. As well as teaching children at her
regular Kids Knit classes, she also helps a group of deafblind
adults to knit.
Deafblind Scotland is a charity that has been supporting the
needs of deafblind adults for over a quarter of a century and have
recently opened a new national centre in Kirkintilloch. Their aim
is to enable deafblind people to live as rightful members of their
own communities, campaigning for the rights of the deafblind
people and providing a range of services, support, training and
information.
Alison was delighted when the charity contacted her to ask if
she would be interested in teaching knitting and crochet to a
small group of deafblind people. Having worked with a variety
of groups previously, she was confident she could offer them
something that they would enjoy, though she was initially
somewhat apprehensive about teaching people who had both
a visual and hearing impairment and wondered how she would
be able to communicate with them.
“I was assured the guide who was with them would help with
communication, and am happy to say I needn’t have worried.
Almost everyone has their own guide, (and yes, there is one
guide dog there too, who sits quietly in the corner) and I just
talk normally!”
Many of those who attend the group have had some knitting
and crochet experience in the past and Alison was struck by the
beauty of their work and their keen desire to learn new skills.
“It is inspiring to see how people overcome their difficulties and
focus on their abilities, not disabilities. One thing I have noticed
is that folks’ tension is often excellent – and I am sure this is
because their sense of touch is finely honed.”
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“I was asked to run my classes as I normally would when
facilitating an adult group of knitters, and I do. We use Rowan
wool – Pure Wool Worsted for the finer projects, and Big Wool
for the chunkier projects. The latter is very popular as it is a
great yarn to use if you are working largely by touch. Also, its
vibrant colours appeal to those with limited sight. We make
some soft toys – I have a popular Knitting For All pattern for
a teddy, and one of the members has produced a number of
“Trauma Teddies” – a similar teddy bear pattern. Hats, scarves
and fingerless gloves in Rowan Big Wool have also been
popular, and one member is knitting hats for the homeless. It is
heartwarming to see dual-sensory impaired people knitting for
good causes - again another example of focusing on what you
have, not what you don’t have.”
Both the participants and guides in the group almost always
know each other from previous events and activities they have
attended.
“There is always lots of chatter both verbally and, simultaneously,
signed. As a result it is a very friendly group and the social
aspect is every bit as important as the knitting (as in all knitting
groups.) I have begun to pick up a smattering of British Sign
Language, and am grateful to the guide who taught me how
to sign the numbers 11-20, having worked out myself how to
do 1-10!”
The programme has been a huge success and Alison is making
preparations for resuming the classes again this summer.
Gillian Mooney, the Development Officer at Deafblind Scotland
says “Deafblindness is a very isolating condition which can
cause extreme loneliness. The weekly knitting class has enabled
deafblind people the opportunity to enjoy friendship through
the shared experience of learning the skill of knitting. More
importantly the classes have given our members something
to look forward to each week which gets them out their house,
meeting new people and experiencing a sense of achievement
from the items they make. One member commented that she
‘tried to learn knitting at school and I couldn’t do it. I’m so proud
of myself after one session I can knit. I’m going to knit a cover
for hot things (drinks, kettle). I’m so proud of myself. I can do it.’
The classes have had a huge impact on our members wellbeing.”
If you like the idea of sharing your knitting skills in diverse and
varied settings, please get in touch with us at Knitting For All.
We are always keen to recruit capable and enthusiastic knitting
teachers so that we can further spread the message that knitting
is indeed for all.
KNITTING FOR ALL
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H OW TO
SUBSTITUTE COLOURS
by Katherine Lymer

Our colour choices for knitting can be extremely personal,
often linked to strong emotional memories – how often have
you heard that a specific colour can’t, or won’t, be worn as it
reminds the speaker of their school (or work) uniform? There
can be positive correlations too, e.g. recapturing a colour – and
the associated memories – from a favourite garment, button or
broach in your mother’s wardrobe or a perhaps flower observed
during a happy, holiday walk. We all know which colours we
prefer to knit with – the adventure really begins when we knit
these - and others – onto the canvas so beautifully created by
the garment designer.
When you’re browsing through the latest Rowan magazine,
what it is that first draws your eye to a pattern? Is it the design,
the colour its knitted in – or a mixture of both? Clearly the
designer’s colour choice(s) are far from arbitrary: Perhaps
they’re chosen to work within the theme of the collection (e.g.
the monochromes in “Reflections”) or the fibre content of
the yarns. This process is extended when combining multiple
colours – including the exact number of colours and how they
work together. Take Sasha Kagan’s “Kirkin”, from Magazine 65,
knitted in four shades of Summerlite 4ply and two of Kidsilk
Haze. Using 100% Egyptian cotton, the smooth, matt finish of
Summerlite lends itself particularly well to soft colours, while
giving excellent stitch definition. Contrast this to Kidsilk Haze
where we experience the rich, mohair fuzziness from the lime,
“Jelly” colour and the shimmering silk so readily visible in
the cream. The overall effect is one of dramatic colour and
textural changes. But what if these greens and yellows aren’t
“your” colours? How would you tackle knitting your version
of “Kirkin”?
Consulting a colour wheel can be a useful first step to choosing
alternative colours. It can help us better understand how the
colours are formed as well as the relationships between them.
For example, and back to “Kirkin”, we can see that analogous
colours (neighbouring colours on the colour wheel) have been
used (green, yellow green, yellow and yellow-orange) and so, if
we wanted to create the same “feel” as the designer’s version,
we should also select analogous colours, albeit from a different
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section of the colour wheel. We also need to consider the
“value” of the shade, that is, how dark or light that colour
is. This is important when providing contrast or balance to
your colour choices. I find this easiest to evaluate by taking
a greyscale photo of the yarns, which is simple enough to do
these days as almost every mobile phone has an integrated
camera. From this, we can see the high contrast between the
four Summerlite, and two Kidsilk Haze, colours and – again
- it will be important to replicate this with our own colour
choices. So, now we know how the six colours (and textures)
work together, we need to find the versions that better suit us
and our wardrobe – and this is where having access to a Local
Yarn Shop (LYS) is invaluable.
While shade cards are a useful resource for assessing the available
colour palettes of the various yarns, when it comes to bringing
colours together, visiting your LYS provides an unrivalled
opportunity to explore different colourways. Having studied
the pattern to unravel the basic colour “recipe”, we have a
strong idea of where to start: We know the yarns we need,

the number of each type and how the colours interact with
each other. Take your pattern/chart so that you can replicate
the order in which the yarns are knitted: Are you pleased with
the way the colours look together? Have you maintained the
overall “look” of the original design or have you completely
changed its “character” by, for example, substituting pastel
colours for richer shades? For Fair Isle and Intarsia work, have
you kept the same arrangement of shades, tones and contrast?
And have you kept true to your design and not succumbed to
the draw of leaving the shop with all the yarn, even if it’s not
the “right” yarn? No two shades within a yarn range are the
same and so, for example, a rushed Summerlite substitution of
“Periwinkle” to “High Tide” may not work for the design that
you’re trying to achieve. So if your colour choice is unavailable,
be patient (while you wait for its return) or be open minded to
the possibility to other colour choices.
Even with single colour garments, there are simple – yet
striking – additions that we can make to adapt and personalise
our knitting. Taking our cue from Grace Jones’ “Katz”, we can

add a contrasting colour to the cuffs and neckline. “Mix” your
palette by working two colours together – this is especially
effective when knitting with Kid Silk Haze: E.g. rather than
working both Fine Lace and Kidsilk Haze in the same colour
(as in Martin Storey’s “Rakki” or “Simple”), use different
shades to change the overall finished, appearance. Kidsilk
Haze is also an excellent tool for colour washing and has been
used by Rowan designers for years. By holding two strands
of Kidsilk Haze together throughout the work, it’s possible to
fade and blend colours to made new shades to stunning effect
- as with Kaffe Fassett’s “Earth Stripe Warp” (available for free
download from www.knitrowan.com) and Lisa Richardson’s
“Paige” from Magazine 52.
Trying new colours not only provides the potential of knitting
more of the designs that we love but also creates new possibilities
within our wardrobe. The inclusion of shades normally outside
our “comfort zone” can lead to eye-catchingly beautiful
garments, while still maintaining an overall colour palette to
match our mood or situation.
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No 06

Flutter by Kim Hargreaves
Available May
A collection of twelve designs with an air of femininity and bohemian ease.
KIM HARGREAVES

STORE LOCATOR
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MEZ Crafts UK
LtdCrafts UK Ltd
MEZ
Unit 17F, Brooke’s
Mill,Brooke’s
Armitage
Bridge,
Unit 17F,
Mill,
Armitage Bridge,
HD4 7NR
HD4 7NR
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www.mezcrafts.com
www.mezcrafts.com
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KNIT
ALONG
Beaded Cushions & Throw
by Martin Storey
using Rowan’s award winning
Pure Wool Superwash Worsted

Shopping List | 20th Apr il
Patter n Releases | 13th May - 24th June

